Approximate extent of the Site

SITE CONTEXT PHOTOGRAPH 1: VIEW FROM B488/B4635 ROUNDABOUT, LOOKING EAST TOWARDS THE SITE

Approximate extent of the Site

SITE CONTEXT PHOTOGRAPH 2: VIEW FROM B4635 NEAR B488/B4635 ROUNDABOUT, LOOKING NORTH-WEST TOWARDS THE SITE
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**Site Context Photograph 3**: View from Public Right of Way TT07, at its junction with B363, looking north-east towards the site.

**Site Context Photograph 4**: View from Bridge over A41, looking north-west.
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SITE CONTEXT PHOTOGRAPH 5: VIEW FROM PUBLIC RIGHT OF WAY TT 048a, LOOKING SOUTH-WEST ACROSS THE SITE

SITE CONTEXT PHOTOGRAPH 6: VIEW FROM PUBLIC RIGHT OF WAY TT 071, LOOKING WEST ACROSS THE SITE
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Site Context Photograph 9: View from Public Right of Way DEB/17/1, looking south
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Site Context Photograph 10: View from Buckland Hill at Chiltern Scarp on Public Right of Way BLU/17/1, looking north-east
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SITE CONTEXT PHOTOGRAPHS 15 & 16: VIEW FROM PUBLIC RIGHT OF WAY BT 066, LOOKING NORTH

SITE CONTEXT PHOTOGRAPHS 15 & 16: VIEW FROM PUBLIC RIGHT OF WAY BT 066, LOOKING NORTH
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SITE CONTEXT PHOTOGRAPH 19: VIEW FROM FOOTPATH LEADING GRAND UNION CANAL (WENDOVER ARM) TO WING PATH, LOOKING EAST

SITE CONTEXT PHOTOGRAPH 20: VIEW FROM GRAND UNION CANAL (WENDOVER ARM) / TOWING PATH, LOOKING EAST
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